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Semiconductor nanocrystals are interesting candidates s new light-absorbing 
materials for photovoltaic (PV) devices.  They can be dispersed in solvents and cheaply 
deposited at low-temperature on various substrates.  Also, the nanocrystals have unique 
optical properties depending on their size due to the quantum size effect and moreover it 
is easy to uniformly control their stoichiometry.  CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterostructure 
nanorods and I-III-VI2 nanocrystals were selected to synthesize and invest gate in order 
to utilize the benefits of colloidal nanocrystals described above. 
Colloidal nanorods with linear CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunctions were 
synthesized by sequential reactant injection.  After CdTe deposition at the ends of 
initially formed CdSe nanorods, continued heating in solution leads to Se-Te 
interdiffusion across the heterojunctions and coalescence to decreased aspect ratio.  The 
Se-Te interdiffusion rates were measured by mapping the composition profile using 
nanobeam energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).  The rate of nanorod 
 viii  
coalescence was also measured and compared to model pre ictions using a continuum 
viscous flow model. 
The synthetic method of monodisperse chalcopyrite (t tragonal) CuInSe2 
nanocrystals was also developed.  The nanocrystals have trigonal pyramidal shape with 
one polar and three non-polar surface facets.  When drop-cast onto carbon substrates, 
the nanocrystals self-assemble into close-packed monolayers with triangular 
(honeycomb) lattice structure.  Moreover, the effect of excess Cu precursor (CuCl) was 
studied for the formation of monodisperse trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  
The formation mechanism of monodisperse trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals was 
suggested with regard to excess amount of CuCl precursor, based on the nucleation-
growth model of colloidal nanocrystal formation.   
A new wurtzite phase of CuInS2, CuInSe2, and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 (CIGS) was 
observed in nanocrystals synthesized by heating metal precursors and Se-(or S-)urea in 
alkylamine.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) showed the predominant phase to be wurtzite 
(hexagonal) instead of chalcopyrite (tetragonal).  High resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), however, revealed polytypism in the nanocrystals, with the wurtzite 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 HETEROJUNCTION NANOSTRUCTURES 
Colloidal chemical routes can be used to synthesize relatively complicated 
heterojunction nanostructures, such as multiple quantum well quantum dots with onion-
like shell structures,1-4 linear heterojunctions in quantum-size rods5-9 and branched 
structures like tetrapods,5,10,11 and even superlattice quantum wells with oscillating 
composition along the lengths of nanowires.12  Heterojunctions create built-in electric 
fields that deplete or accumulate electrons and holes within the nanostructure, which is 
potentially useful for optoelectronic technologies like light-emitting diodes,13 
photovoltaics,14 and optical sensors.15  The large surface area-to-volume ratio of 
colloidal nanocrystals and nanorods helps relieve strain at epitaxial interfaces between 
materials with large lattice mismatches to alleviate the formation of extended defects.2,16-
18  These interfaces, however, can restructure in relativ ly short times with atomic 
interdiffusion across the heterojunctions.6-8,19-21  Furthermore, non-spherical 
nanocrystals can coalesce into spheres.6-8,22,23  The dynamics of these processes requires 
further study and better understanding. 
In Chapter 2, the rates of heterojunction interdiffusion and coalescence of 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods are reported and compared to model predictions.  Colloidal 
nanorods with linear CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunctions were synthesized by sequential 
reactant injection.  After CdTe deposition at the ends of initially formed CdSe nanorods, 
continued heating in solution leads to Se-Te interdiffusion across the heterojunctions and 
coalescence to decreased aspect ratio.  The rate of nanorod coalescence was also 
measured and compared to model predictions using a continuum viscous flow model. 
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1.2 I-III-VI 2 NANOCRYSTALS  
Semiconductor nanocrystals are being considered as new light-absorbing 
materials for photovoltaic devices (PVs).24-33  For lower cost PV manufacture, 
nanocrystals could be synthesized in large quantities and then dispersed in solvents for 
low-temperature deposition on various substrates, including plastics.30  The nanocrystals 
could also be deposited within the pores of nanoporus substrates, such as microporous 
TiO2 films
32 or forests of ZnO nanowires,33 or combined with polymers to make hybrid 
light-absorbing layers.29  Quantum-size nanocrystals have the interesting possibility of 
multiexciton generation for harvesting short wavelength light in single junction solar 
cells for improved efficiencies.26-28  Many nanocrystal materials suitable for PVs have 
been synthesized, including CdTe,34  PbSe,35,36  Ge37,38 and Si,39,40 which have optical 
gaps at the red edge of the solar spectrum. 
The ternary I-III-VI2 chalcopyrite materials like CuInSe2 or CuInS2 are 
particularly interesting candidates for PVs.  These materials have band gap energies 
near the red edge of the visible spectrum, high optical absorption coefficients, durable 
photostability, and when deposited by vapor-phase routes have been used to achieve high 
efficiency (>10%) PVs.41,42  However, there have been only a few examples of the 
nanocrystal synthesis of CuInSe2 and other I-III-VI2 chalcopyrite compounds in 
solution.43-50  Very recently, solvent dispersions, or “inks”, of nanocrystals of ternary I-
III-VI 2 compounds have been developed and applied to printed and flexible PVs.
51-55  
Since the power conversion efficiencies have been rlatively low (<5%),51-55  part of the 
challenge facing these efforts has been the need for better synthetic methods for 
nanocrystals the desired I-III-VI2 compound. 
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1.2.1 CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
In general, reported syntheses of CuInSe2 nanocrystals have suffered from 
relatively broad size distributions, composition and phase impurities, and poor 
dispersibility.  Very recently, Allen and Bawendi50 demonstrated Cu-In-Se nanocrystal 
synthesis with very good size control, but only reported the ordered vacancy chalcopyrite 
compounds, CuIn1.5Se3, CuIn2.3Se4 and CuIn5Se8 and not the synthesis of stoichiometric 
CuInSe2.  In Chapter 3, the synthesis of monodisperse, solution-stable chalcopyrite 
CuInSe2 nanocrystals is reported.  The nanocrystals are monodisperse, phase pure, and 
exhibit a trigonal pyramidal shape.  When drop-cast on carbon substrates, they self-
assemble into close-packed monolayers with long-rane triangular order. 
1.2.2 Monodisperse nanocrystals 
Monodisperse nanocrystals are of tremendous importance for future generation 
applications since electrical, magnetic, and optical properties of nanocrystals vary 
depending on their size, shape, and composition.56  The colloidal synthesis of 
monodisperse nanocrystals have been explored for metal, metal oxide, and semiconductor 
materials with various sizes and shapes.57-60  Several research groups investigated the 
reaction mechanism for the synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles, and they in large 
attributed it to burst nucleation and separated growth.60-64  Although the nucleation and 
growth mechanism for the formation of monodisperse nanoparticles is still under study, it 
is known that it is influenced by diverse variables such as reaction condition 
(temperature, time, and sequence), kind of precursor and capping ligand, precursor and 
monomer concentration, and reactivity among the reactants.  Recently, our group 
reported a synthesis of monodisperse trigonal pyramid l CuInSe2 nanocrystals, and the 
precise synthetic ways, reaction temperature, and choice of oleylamine were considered 
as critical factors to make monodisperse CuInSe2 nanocrystals.
65  However, more study 
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was needed on the factors to influence the monodispersity such as precursor 
concentration related to reaction kinetics.  In Chapter 4, the effect of excess CuCl 
precursor is discussed on the monodispersity of trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals. 
 
1.3 WURTZITE -TYPE NANOCRYSTALS  
1.3.1 Wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism in CuInS2 
CuInS2 nanocrystals have been synthesized by a number of r search groups in the 
recent past.47,49,53,66-75  The crytal structure of those CuInS2 nanocrystals has been mostly 
revealed to be the expected tetragonal chalcopyrite phase or compositionally disordered 
cubic, sphalerite.76  However, very recently, a few reports emerged informing an 
observance of unexpected wurtzite CuInS2 phase in nanostructures.
66,77-81  For example, 
Schimmel, et al.82 has reported the formation of wurtzite CuInS2 by thin film 
electrodeposition and coincidentally, Pan, et al.66 also recently observed wurtzite CuInS2 
in their colloidally-grown nanocrystals.  Still, the chemistry continues to be refined to 
obtain nanocrystals with improved size control. 
In Chapter 5, a new synthetic route to monodisperse CuInS2 nanodisks is 
provided.  Recent examples of shape control have app ared for CuInSe2 nanocrystals, 
including doughnuts52 and trigonal pyramids,65 but no similar examples of non-spherical 
nanocrystals of CuInS2.  Moreover, X-ray diffraction (XRD) showed that the CuInS2 
nanodisks had wurtzite crystal structure instead of the expected tetragonal chalcopyrite 
phase.  Interestingly, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the 
CuInS2 nanodisks revealed the first example of wurtzite-chal opyrite polytypism in a I-
III-VI 2 compound. 
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1.3.2 Wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism in CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 (CIGS) 
As shown above, some CIGS nanocrystals showed unexpected crystal 
structure.66,77-81  This is very interesting, as the wurtzite phase is not stable at room 
temperature in the bulk relative to chalcopyrite and other cubic phases such as sphalerite 
or ordered vacancy compound.76  Wurtzite CuInS2 occurs only as a high temperature 
phase (1045-1090 oC).76  However, wurtzite phases of CuInSe2 and CIGS have not been 
observed in nanocrystals.83  It is probably due to high stacking fault energy of CuInSe2 
relative to other chalcopyrite (or cubic) semiconductors.84,85  There were only a few 
reports on slightly manipulated chalcopyrite crystal structure such as compositionally 
disordered cubic (sphalerite) or ordered vacancy chalcopyrites.50,52 
In Chapter 6, we report CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals with wurtzite 
(hexagonal) crystal structure.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) revealed wurtzite crystal 
structure and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging showed 
that the nanocrystals in fact were polytypic, as shown in wurtzite-type CuInS2. 
 
1.4 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW  
The rates of heterojunction interdiffusion and coalescence of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe 
nanorods are reported and compared to model predictions in Chapter 2.  The Se and Te 
composition profiles were mapped in individual nanorods aged in hot solvents for 
different amounts of time to determine the Te in CdSe diffusion coefficient and evaluate 
the influence of strain on the interdiffusion rates across the heterojunctions.  The 
measured rod-to-sphere coalescence rates were compared to rates predicted using a 
continuum viscous flow model for nanorod-to-sphere coalescence. 
The synthesis and characterization of various types of I-III-VI 2 nanocrystals are 
shown in Chapters 3 through 6. 
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Chapters 3 and 4 show the synthesis of monodisperse, solution-stable chalcopyrite 
CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  The nanocrystals are monodisperse, phase pure, and exhibit a 
trigonal pyramidal shape.  When drop-cast on carbon substrates, they self-assemble into 
close-packed monolayers with long-range triangular order.  In Chapter 4, the effect of 
excess CuCl precursor is discussed on the monodispers ty of trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 
nanocrystals. 
A new synthetic route to monodisperse CuInS2 anodisks is provided in Chapter 
5.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) showed that the CuInS2 nanodisks had wurtzite crystal 
structure instead of the expected tetragonal chalcopyrite phase.  High resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the CuInS2 anodisks, however, revealed a 
significant amount of polytypism with most of the nanodisks having domains of 
chalcopyrite CuInS2 interfaced with wurtzite CuInS2 across (002)w/(112)ch stacking 
faults. 
In Chapter 6, the CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals with wurtzite 
(hexagonal) crystal structure are reported.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) revealed wurtzite 
crystal structure in CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals.  Extenstive high 
resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging showed that the 
nanocrystals in fact were polytypic, consisting of b th chalcopyrite and wurtzite crystal 
structure within the same nanocrystals.  Elemental m pping in the nanocrystals by 
nanobeam energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scans revealed compositional 
variations between the chalcopyrite and wurtzite phases. 
Chapter 7 shows the summarized conclusions of the dissertation and suggests 
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Chapter 2: Coalescence and interface diffusion in linear 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods† 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
Heterojunction nanostructures can be colloidally synthesized in diverse pathways, 
leading formation of various heterostructure types.1-12  The formation of extended 
defects in heterojunction nanocrystals is alleviated since the large surface area-to-volume 
ratio of colloidal nanocrystals and nanorods helps relieve strain at epitaxial interfaces 
between materials with large lattice mismatches.2,16-18  Nonetheless, the relatively fast 
reconstruction of these interfaces6-8,19-21 or the coalescence of non-spherical 
nanocrystals6-8,22,23 were previously reported, which requires further study and better 
understanding of the dynamics of these processes. 
In this chapter, the rates of heterojunction interdiffusion and coalescence of 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods are reported and compared to model predictions.  The Se 
and Te composition profiles were mapped in individual nanorods aged in hot solvents for 
different amounts of time to determine the Te in CdSe diffusion coefficient and evaluate 
the influence of strain on the interdiffusion rates across the heterojunctions.  The 
measured rod-to-sphere coalescence rates were compared to rates predicted using a 
continuum viscous flow model for nanorod-to-sphere coalescence.  Se and Te 
interdiffusion rates appear to be independent of strain at the CdSe/CdTe interface and the 
continuum model gives a reasonable approximation to the measured coalescence rates. 
 
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), tellurium (Te, 99.8%), tributylphosphine (TBP, 
97%), and toluene (99.8%) were purchased and used a received from Aldrich. n-
                                                 
† The contents of this chapter appear in Nano Letters 8, 2490-2496 (2008). 
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Tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA, 97%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Tri-n-
octylphosphine (TOP, 97%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), and selenium (Se, 
99.99%) were purchased from STREM 
2.2.1 Synthesis of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction naorods   
A Cd-TDPA complex86 was prepared by adding 0.963 g of CdO (7.5 mmol) and 
4.185 g of TDPA (15 mmol) to 3 g of TOPO and degassing for one hour through pulling 
vacuum in the Schlenk line. The mixture was heated to 300 ºC under nitrogen. It kept 
aged for 10 minutes until it turned optically clear, indicating that the Cd-TDPA complex 
formed. Subsequently, the clear Cd-TDPA solution was cooled at room temperature to be 
solidified and aged for more than 24 hr.  This Cd-TDPA complex is important for 
making the CdSe nanorods, as its stability leads to distinct particle nucleation followed 
by slow controlled growth, which is necessary for nanorod formation.6 
A mixture of 3.48 g of Cd-TDPA complex (3.2 mmol of Cd) and 4.65 g of TOPO 
was degassed in the reaction flask for one hour and then heated to 320 ºC under nitrogen. 
A selenium precursor reactant solution was prepared by issolving 0.126 g of Se (1.6 
mmol) in a mixture of 0.468 mL of TBP, 3.482 mL of TOP, and 0.694 mL of toluene at 
120 ºC. The tellurium reactant solution was made under the same condition except with 
an increased amount (5 mL) of TOP to lower the solution viscosity for easy injection 
through a syringe pump. The selenium precursor was rapidly injected into the mixture of 
Cd-TDPA and TOPO at 320 ºC. The temperature was then immediately decreased to 250 
ºC. This temperature decrease promotes the formation of relatively high aspect ratio CdSe 
nanorods.86 After heating for 30 minutes, the reaction solution was returned to 300 ºC and 
then the tellurium precursor was injected by syringe pump for 7.5 minutes at a rate of 48 
mL/hr, which yields CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction na orods.6 
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2.2.1.1 Nanorod aging 
After Te injection from the syringe pump was complete, the CdTe/CdSe/CdTe 
heterojunction nanorods were stirred in solution for 30 hr at 300 ºC.  Nanorods were 
removed from solution at different times in ~0.5 mL aliquots for characterization.  Prior 
to characterization, the nanorods in each aliquot were purified by precipitation with 
excess ethanol, followed by centrifugation. The precipitated nanorods were redispersed 
chloroform or toluene for characterization 
2.2.2 Nanocrystal Characterization 
Low resolution transmission electron microscopy (LRTEM) images were 
acquired using a Phillips EM280 microscope operated at an accelerating voltage of 80 
kV. High resolution electron transmission microscopy (HRTEM) images were obtained 
using a JEOL 2010F microscope equipped with a field emission gun operated at 200 kV.  
TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting dilute solutions of nanorods from toluene 
onto a carbon-coated copper TEM grid (200-mesh, Ladd Research). 
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping was performed on an FEI 
TECNAI G2 F20 X-TWIN microscope in scanning transmision electron microscopy 
(STEM) mode at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Drift corrected spectrum profiles 
were obtained by initially selecting a reference ara in STEM image and regulating the 
scanning direction not to stray from the reference area.  The electron beam was focused 
to a spot size of ~0.5 nm in diameter.  During EDS mapping, the dwell time was 1000 
ms at a given position and the profile size was 400positions per nanorod.  The spatial 
resolution of this technique is ~1 nm. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker-Nonius D8 Advance powder 
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å). Nanorods were evaporated from 
toluene onto quartz substrates and dried to make thick films (~200 µm). Diffraction 
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patterns were obtained at a scan rate of 12 deg / min in 0.01 deg increments for 12 hr, 
rotating the sample at 15 deg / min. 
UV-visible absorbance spectra were collected on a Varian Cary 5000 Scan 
spectrophotometer and photoluminescence (PL) spectra we e recorded using a Fluorolog-
3 fluorometer with a 450W Xe source. The absorbance and PL spectra were measured at 
room temperature with nanocrystals dispersed in toluene. PL measurements were taken 
with nanorod concentrations adjusted so that the at the first exciton peak wavelength—
which was also the excitation wavelength—was 0.1. 
 
2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2.3.1 Coalescence of linear CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods 
Linear CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods were synthesized by high 
temperature arrested precipitation using a sequential reactant injection method.6,87  In 
this procedure, CdSe nanorods first precipitate in an initial reaction step, followed by a 
subsequent controlled heterogeneous deposition of CdTe at the tips of the CdSe 
nanorods.   
2.3.1.1 Nanorods aging without purification 
Figure 2.1 shows transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of a nanorod 
sample imaged at different times during a preparation.  The initial CdSe nanorods 
(Figure 2.1a) have an initial average diameter and length of 4.2 nm and 19.6 nm.  
Immediately after adding Te-TOP, the nanorods grew by 2.5 nm on each end to 24.6 nm 
(Figure 2.1b).  The nanorod diameter also increased slightly to 4.7 nm (by 0.5 nm), 
which corresponds to the adsorption of approximately one CdTe monolayer.  The length 
and diameter histograms constructed from TEM images of these samples are shown in 
Figure 2.2.  The nanorods are wurtzite crystals elongated in the (hexagonal) [001] 
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crystallographic direction (revealed in XRD data in Figure 2.3) and the linear deposition 
of CdTe on the polar CdSe (and CdTe) (001) surfaces (i. ., the ends of the nanorods) is 
approximately 10 times faster than the deposition on the non-polar sidewall surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.  TEM images of (a) CdSe nanorods prior to CdTe deposition, and 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods (b) immediatly fter CdTe 
deposition and then after remaining in solution at 300oC for (c) 10 min, (d) 






Figure 2.2.  Histograms of length and diameter of (a) CdSe nanorods and the 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods after (b) initial CdTe deposition 
and then stirring in solution at 300 ºC for (c) 10 min, (d) 1 hr, (e) 7 hr, and 
(f) 30 hr.  The nanorod dimensions were determined from TEM images.  
The histograms correspond to the nanorod samples imaged in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.3 shows XRD data for CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods as-synthesized and 
aged in solution.  The broadened peaks in the range of 2Ө = 40~50º that appear after 10 
minutes of aging in solution at 300oC indicate that there is relatively significant Te/S  
interdiffusion across the heterojunction.  After 1 hour of aging in solution, the XRD 
peaks have broadened and shifted to lower angle, indicating that a significant amount of 
CdSe/CdTe alloying due to Se-Te interfdiffusion across the heterojunctions has occurred.  




Figure 2.3.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) of (a) CdSe nanorods prior t  CdTe addition and 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods (b) immediatly following CdTe 
deposition and after aging in solution at 300 ºC for (c) 10min, (d) 1 hr, (e) 7 
hr, and (f) 30 hr.  The broadened peaks in the range of 2Ө = 40~50 º in (c) 
result from the beginning of Te/Se interdiffusion.  The XRD pattern (f) 
corresponds to CdSe0.4Te0.6 alloy with hexagonal crystal structure: 002d  
=3.66 Å, 110d  =2.24 Å, giving x1xTeCdSe −a  =4.48 Å, x1xTeCdSe −c =7.3 Å, 
which corresponds to the lattice parameters expected for CdSe0.4Te0.6. 
 
The nanorods coalesce to shorter aspect ratios if they remain dispersed in the 
solvent at 300oC, as shown in Figure 2.1.  At first, the CdTe ends coalesce before the 
central CdSe portion, giving the initial appearance of a dumbbell shape as has been 
observed previously for CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods.6-8  The nanorod diameter then 
becomes uniform as the nanorods continue to decrease in length.  Figure 2.4 plots the 
length, radius, aspect ratio and volume of the nanorod sample shown in Figure 2.1.  The 
length decreases continuously with the coalescence rat  gradually slowing as the 
nanorods become more spherical.  The nanorod volume, however, does not remain 
constant (Figure 2.4d).  There is also a slow continued deposition of CdTe (and also 




Figure 2.4.  (a) Length, (b) radius, (c) aspect ratio, and (d) volume of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe 
heterojunction nanorods (determined from TEM measurements) aged in 
solution at 300oC.  These samples correspond to the nanorods imaged in 
Figure 1.  The triangles correspond to the CdSe nanorods before CdTe 
deposition and the arrows indicate the change in dimensions immediately 
after Te-TOP addition to the reaction mixture.  The dotted line in (c) 
corresponds to the aspect ratio of sphere (= 1).  The (d) volume was 
estimated from the measured radius and length assuming a cylindrical 
geometry: LRvol 2π=  (R: radius, L: length). 
 
2.3.1.2 Nanorods aging after purification 
To prevent this residual deposition during the aging process, nanorods were also 
studied that were purified after the initial CdTe dposition step and then redispersed in 
solution at 300 oC.  Figure 2.5 shows TEM images of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods 
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prepared in this way.  Figure 2.6 shows plots of the length, radius, aspect ratio and 
volume of nanorods made using this procedure.  The purification largely eliminates 
continued CdTe deposition; however, there is still a s ight increase in nanocrystal volume 
during aging—from 800 to 1200 nm3.  It was not possible to cleanly separate the 
nanorods by antisolvent precipitation from unreacted precursor, but this procedure did 
help minimize further deposition.  In both cases—with and without purification—the 
nanorods coalesce relatively rapidly in solution at 300oC, with decreases in aspect ratio 
from just over 5 to 2 (Figure 2.5) and nearly 1 (Figure 2.6) after 30 hours in solution.  
Figure 2.7 shows XRD data for the CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods that were redispersed at 
300oC after first purifying them to try to remove all residual reactants and then after 30 
hours of aging.  The XRD pattern corresponds to a CdSe0.48Te0.52 alloy. 
 
 
Figure 2.5.  TEM images of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods aged after 
purifying the as-formed CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods prior to aging in 
solution at 300oC: (a) CdSe nanorods prior to CdTe deposition; (b) 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods immediately after CdTe deposition; after 
redispersing the CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods at 300oC for (c) 10 min, (d) 1 
hr, (e) 7 hr, and (f) 30 hr. 
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Figure 2.6.  (a) Length, (b) radius, (c) aspect ratio, and (d) volume of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe 
heterojunction nanorods (determined from TEM measurements; 
representative images shown in Figure 2.5) aged in solution at 300oC.  
These nanorods were subjected to a purification step immediately after the 
addition of the Te-TOP reactant to try to remove unreacted precursor.  The 
triangles correspond to the CdSe nanorods before CdTe deposition and the 
arrows indicate the change in dimensions immediately after Te-TOP 
addition to the reaction mixture.  The dotted line i  (c) corresponds to the 
aspect ratio of sphere (= 1).  The (d) volume was estimated from the 
measured radius and length assuming a cylindrical geometry: LRvol 2π=  






Figure 2.7.  XRD of the coalesced nanorods imaged by TEM in Figure 2.5f, which have 
been aged in solution at 300oC for 30 hr after an initial purification step.  
The lattice constants of a = 4.4 Å and c = 7.26 Å determined from the (002) 
and (110) peak positions, 002d  = 3.63 Å and 110d  = 2.20 Å correspond to a 
final alloy composition of CdSe0.48Te0.52, which is consistent with the 
volume change measured and plotted in Figure 2.6. 
 
2.3.2 Continuum viscous model 
The coalescence of rod-shaped nanoparticles has been examined in some detail 
for particles formed in aerosol (gas-phase) processes,88,89 but such analyses have not yet 
been extended to nanorods in solution, even though the fundamental rate processes are 
identical, with coalescence to spheres being driven by the surface tension gradient on the 
particle surface arising from the non-spherical shape.  One way to estimate the 
coalescence rate is to assume that continuum viscous flow applies to the nanorods and to 
then take mass and energy balances to obtain a relationship between the coalescence time 
t, and the nanorod length L, and radius r.  As a similar approach to that of Hawa and 
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Zachariah the relationships between the nanorod length and radius and coalescence time 







































In Eqns (2.1) and (2.2), the nanorod volume V, does not change with time (i.e., 
mass is conserved).  L0 and R0 are the initial length and radius.  The coalescence rate in 
this viscous flow model depends on the two materials-dependent parameters of viscosity 
and the surface tension, η  and σ .  For a fluid, η  and the diffusion coefficient D, can 





=η  (2.3) 
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature and a0 is the interatomic 
spacing.  Since the nanorods are well below the melting temperatures of CdTe and 
CdSe, the use of Eqn (2.3) to determine η  provides only an upper bound to the nanorod 
coalescence rate.  A more accurate relationship between an effective viscosity of a 
crystal with a nanoscale domain size and its solid-state diffusion coefficient has been 







=η  (2.4) 
In Eqn (2.4), R is the nanorod radius and 0Ω  is the atomic volume in the solid.  
The value of η  determined using Eqn (2.4) is close to two orders of magnitude higher 
than η  calculated using Eqn (2.3).  The expression for η  in Eqn (2.4) yields the same 
functional form of the coalescence frequency as that predicted by Friedlander and Wu89 
for coalescing solid particles, indicating that theuse of the viscous flow model equations 
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(2.1) and (2.2), combined with Eqn (2.4) should provide a reasonable approximation for 
the coalescence rate of the nanorods. 
2.3.2.1 Model prediction 
To quantitatively compare the coalescence rates predicted by Eqns (2.1) and (2.2), 
the extra CdTe deposition on the CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods that occurs during the aging 
process must be subtracted from the total volume of the nanorods to determine the 
reduction in length by coalescence.  This was done by subtracting the (measured) 
additional particle volume from the initial CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorod volume and 
considering that the deposition rate on the ends of the nanorods is 10 times as fast as the 
sidewall deposition.  Figure 2.8 plots the (corrected) nanorod length and radius as a 
function of aging time.  The best fits of Eqns (2.1) and (2.2) to the data in Figure 2.8 
give estimates of ησ  equal to 12 and 24 nm/hr for the two different sets of 
experiments.  These values are about an order of magnitude lower than those calculated 
using Eqn (2.3) and the bulk values of the CdSe surface tension and diffusion coefficient.  
Note that, for the calculations, values of D = 2×10-17 cm2/sec (Te into CdSe),91 5.0=σ  
J/m2,92,93 3nm 0547.0=Ωo , m 108.2
10−×=oa , and averaged R values of 3.4 nm and 
4.2 nm for Eqn (2.4), were used.  And the best fit values of ησ =12 nm/hr and 
ησ =24 nm/hr are slightly higher than the values of ησ =6.4 nm/hr and ησ =4.2 
nm/hr predicted using Eqn (2.4) to estimate η .  Therefore, it appears that the 
continuum viscous flow model provides an upper bound for the coalescence rate when 
used in conjunction with the Eyring equation (Eqn (2.3)) to relate η  and D, and perhaps 
a lower bound for the coalescence rate when Herring’s equation relating η  and D (Eqn 




Figure 2.8.  Corrected (a, c) length and (b, d) radius versus aging time (solid dots) in 
TOP/TOPO solution at 300oC and model predictions using Eqns (2.1) and 
(2.2) (solid, dashed and dotted lines).  The data in ( ) and (b) correspond to 
the nanorod samples imaged in Figure 2.1 and the data in (c) and (d) 
correspond to the “purified” nanorod samples imaged in Figure 2.5.  The 
dashed and dotted curves in (a-d) are plots of Eqns (2.1) and (2.2) calculated 
using Eqns (2.3) and (2.4), respectively to determine η .  Using bulk 
values of D, σ , 0Ω , 0a , and averaged values of R, gave ησ  = 96 nm/hr 
(dashed curves) using Eqn (2.3) and ησ =6.4 nm/hr (dotted curves in (a) 
and (b)) and ησ =4.2 nm/hr (dotted curves in (c) and (d)) using Eqn (2.4).  
The solid curves are the best fits of Eqns (2.1) and (2.2) to the data.  The 
horizontal dotted lines indicate the nanorod lengths and radii for spherical 
particles with the same volume as the starting nanorods (i.e., the final 




2.3.3 Interface diffusion in linear CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods 
As the nanorods age in solution at 300oC, Se and Te interdiffusion occurs across 
the heterojunctions, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.  The interdiffusion is observable by 
XRD (Figure 2.3) and nanobeam energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping 
(Figure 2.10).  By measuring the rate of Te-Se interdiffusion at the heterojunctions, D
for Te diffusion into CdSe can be estimated and compared to bulk values.  A solution to 
the time-dependent diffusion equation ( ( )22 tCDtC ∂∂=∂∂ ) provides a relationship 
between the Te concentration profile and D: 














In Eqn (2.5), x is the distance from the end of the rod, t is the aging time and Q is 
the amount of CdTe initially deposited at the end of the nanorod.  Therefore, D can be 
estimated by determining the diffusion length, Dt=l , which is the position at which 
the Te concentration decreased to 1/e the value of the peak concentration, as a function of 
aging time.94,95  From EDS data like that shown in Figure 2.10, l  was determined for 
four different nanorods at four different aging times. 
  
 
Figure 2.9.  Se and Te interdiffusion at the CdSe/CdTe interfac s leads to 





Figure 2.10.  Cd, Se, and Te composition profiles measured by nanobeam EDS down 
the length of individual CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterostructure nanorods: (a) 
immediately after CdTe deposition at the ends of the CdSe nanorods, and 
after aging in solution at 300 ºC for (b) 10min, (c) 1 hr, (d) 7 hr, and (e) 30 
hr.  (Insets) Dark-field STEM images of the corresponding nanorods.  The 
arrow indicates the line scan direction.  The undulations in the 
concentration profiles result from slight fluctuations in nanorod diameter 
along the nanorod length. 
 
2.3.3.1 Determination of diffusion length 
To determine the Te diffusion length in the nanorods after different aging times, 
the edge of the Te profile in the center of each nanorod was estimated as illustrated in 
Figure 2.11.  An exact determination of the Te edge was complicated by the fact that the 
Te composition could not be monitored in one nanorod as it aged in solution and 
additionally that the average nanorod length decreased as a result of coalescence.  
Nonetheless, the edge of the heterojunction interfac  could be estimated with reasonable 
accuracy by examining the Te profiles in several different nanorods and averaging their 
diffusion lengths.  Figure 2.12 shows additional plots of the Se to Cd and Te to Cd ratios 
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determined from the EDS maps to further illustrate how the diffusion length was 
determined.  These plots reveal that significant Se and Te interdiffusion has occurred 
after 1 hour of aging in solution and that after 7 hours of aging the Se and Te 




Figure 2.11.  Nanobeam EDS maps of Te for four different nanorods after different 
aging times, illustrating how the diffusion lengths were determined.  The 
average nanorod length decreased over time due to th ir coalescence, so the 
Te profiles are shown only at one end of the nanorods.  However, to 
estimate the average diffusion length with aging time, both ends of the 
nanorods were examined.  After 7 hr of aging, the Te and Se concentration 
profiles became uniform (with the exception of a small amount of residual 
Te deposition at the ends of the nanorods, as discussed above) and the 
diffusion lengths were estimated as half the nanorod length. 
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Figure 2.12.  Te/Cd (●) and Se/Cd (o) stoichiometry determined from EDS mapping 
data as a function of position along the length of four nanorods isolated after 
the aging times indicated in the plot.  The curves are offset in the vertical 
direction.  The arrows indicate the Te edge in the nanorods.  The Te 
present in the mid-section of the nanorods is the result of sidewall 
deposition.  After 7 hours of aging, the Te and Se compositions are 
uniform along the lengths of the nanorods with a slight excess of Te relative 
to Se, which is consistent with XRD data and results from continued Te 
deposition from residual reactant as the nanorods are aged in solution.  
Note that the compositions at the ends of the nanorods exhibit a significant 
amount of scatter and in some cases deviate above 1 r below 0 as a result 
of the relatively small measurement signals as the diameter narrows abruptly 
at the ends of the nanorods. 
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2.3.3.2 Determination of diffusion coefficient 
Performing the elemental maps on each nanorod is a relatively time intensive 
process and it is not practical to measure tens or hundreds of nanorods; however, 
elemental maps of four nanorods at each aging time were obtained and averaged to 
minimize the error in l  as much as possible.  Figure 2.13 shows a plot of 2l  versus 
the aging time, showing a linear dependence that indicates that strain at the CdTe/CdSe 
interface (Figure 2.14) is not affecting D.94,95   A linear curve fit to the data in Figure 7 




Figure 2.13.  Plot of the square of the Te diffusion length measured by EDS mapping 
versus aging time.  D estimated from a linear fit of the data to Eqn (2.5) is 
1.5 × 10-17 cm2/sec.  (Each point on the plot is a diffusion length averaged 
for four different nanorods—as shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12.) 
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2.3.3.3 Strain at the interface 
Figure 2.14 shows high resolution TEM images of a CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorod 
and FFTs taken at different positions along the nanorod.  The crystal structure of the tips 
of the nanorod matches CdTe, whereas the center of he nanorod matches CdSe.  At the 
interface between the CdTe ends and the CdSe cores, th  lattice spacing gradually 
changes from CdTe to CdSe and there is no sign of a dislocation at the heterojunction. 
 
 
Figure 2.14.  (a) High-resolution TEM image of a CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction 
nanorod.  (c) FFTs of the regions of the nanorod outlined by the squares in 
(b) from top left to bottom right.  The zone axis in (b) is [2110].  The 
nanorod is elongated in the [002] direction.  (d)-(f) Higher magnification of 
the second, fourth, and sixth FFTs in (c).  (d) and(f) match the expected 
diffraction patterns for CdTe and CdSe, respectively, and the diffraction 
spots in (e) are slightly broadened compared to a pure sum of spots of CdTe 
and CdSe, indicative of the existence of different lattice spacings made by 
strain at the interface. 
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, both coalescence and Te-Se interdiffusion occur as 
CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods are aged in solution at 300oC.  The rates of Se-Te 
interdiffusion and nanorod coalescence were measured.  Although there is strain at the 
epitaxial CdTe/CdSe interface due to the lattice mismatch, this strain does not appear to 
influence the rate of Te-Se interdiffusion.  A continuum viscous flow model provided a 
reasonable approximation of the measured coalescence rates. 
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Chapter 3: Synthesis of CuInSe2 Nanocrystals with Trigonal Pyramidal 
Shape† 
3.1 INTRODUCTION  
The ternary I-III-VI2 chalcopyrite materials like CuInSe2 are particularly 
interesting candidates for PVs due to their photostabili y, high light absorption coefficient 
and demonstrated high device efficiency.41  In particular, the colloidal nanocrystals are 
beneficial for lower cost PVs since they could be synthesized in large quantities and then 
dispersed in solvents for low-temperature deposition on various substrates.30  However, 
there are only a few examples of the nanocrystal synthesis of CuInSe2 and other I-III-VI2 
chalcopyrite compounds in solution43-50 and moreover the reported CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
possessed relatively broad size distributions, composition and phase impurities, and poor 
dispersibility. 
In this chapter, the developed synthetic method of m nodisperse chalcopyrite 
(tetragonal) CuInSe2 nanocrystals is provided.  The nanocrystals have trigonal 
pyramidal shape with one polar and three non-polar surface facets.  When drop-cast 
onto carbon substrates, the nanocrystals self-assemble into close-packed monolayers with 
triangular (honeycomb) lattice structure. 
 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
Copper(I) chloride (CuCl, Aldrich, 99.995+ %) and ind um(III) chloride (InCl3, 
Aldrich, 99.999 %), selenourea (99+ %, STREM; 99.9+ %, ACROS), oleylamine (Fluka) 
were purchased and used as received. 
                                                 
† Portions of this chapter appear in Journal of the American Chemical Society 131, 3134–3135 (2009). 
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3.2.1 Nanocrystal Synthesis 
In a typical synthesis, a mixture of 0.05 g of CuCl (0.5 mmol of Cu), 0.11 g of 
InCl3 (0.5 mmol of In), and 10 mL of oleylamine is vigorously stirred and degassed in the 
reaction flask for 30 minutes at 60 ºC by pulling vacuum on the Schlenk line.  The 
mixture is then heated to 130 ºC under nitrogen for 10 minutes.  During heating, the 
solution turns from blue to yellow, indicating the formation of oleylamine complexes 
with Cu and In.  Meanwhile, the selenium reactant solution is prepared by dissolving 
0.123 g of selenourea (1.0 mmol) in 1 mL of oleylamine at 200 ºC under nitrogen on a 
Schlenk line.  This In/Cu/oleylamine reactant soluti n is cooled to 100ºC and the 
selenium reactant solution is added by syringe.  Immediately after injection of the Se 
reactant, the reaction mixture is heated to 240 ºC at a rate of 15 ºC/min.  After 1 hour, 
the nanocrystals are removed from the heating mantle and allowed to cool to room 
temperature.  30 mL of ethanol is then added to preci itate the nanocrystals, followed by 
centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 3 minutes.  The supernatant is discarded.  The 
nanocrystals redisperse in a variety of non-polar organic solvents, including chloroform, 
hexane, and toluene.  Prior to characterization, dispersions are typically centrifuged 
again at 7000 rpm for 5 min to remove inadequately capped nanocrystals.  A typical 
reaction yields ~120 mg of CuInSe2 nanocrystals. 
3.2.1.1 Use of selenourea 
The use of selenourea as the Se reactant turned out to be relatively important.  
Initially, we tried to use trioctylphosphine:selenium (TOP:Se), commonly used for CdSe 
and ZnSe nanocrystal synthesis,57,96 but this did not work well.  The presence of the 
phosphine was found to inhibit the formation of thechalcopyrite compound, most likely 
by forming relatively strong phosphine complexes with Cu and In.  Oleylamine 
dissolves CuCl and InCl3 upon heating to provide a Cu and In reactant solution, and then 
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bonds well to the CuInSe2 surface to provide an effective steric barrier between particles 
to prevent their aggregation. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.  Reaction scheme for CuInSe2 nanocrystal synthesis. 
 
3.2.2 Characterization methods 
TEM images were acquired using either a Phillips EM280 microscope operated at 
80 kV or a JEOL 2010F microscope equipped with a field emission gun operated at 200 
kV.  TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting nanocrystals dispersed in chloroform 
onto carbon-coated nickel TEM grids (200-mesh, Electron Microscopy Sciences).  The 
JEOL 2010F is equipped with an Oxford EDS detector, which was used for elemental 
analysis of the nanocrystal composition. 
 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 Synthesis of CuInSe2 Nanocrystals 
TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystals are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.  The
nanocrystals are monodisperse with triangular shape nd crystalline.  By energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), the 1:1:2 Cu:In:Se stoichiometry of the 
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nanocrystals was 1:1:2 and X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed their chalcopyrite 
(tetragonal) (JCPDS Card No. 40-1487) crystal structure (Figure 3.4).  The {112} and 
{220} lattice spacings of CuInSe2 were visible in many of the nanocrystals imaged by 
high resolution TEM.  The optical properties of thenanocrystals are also consistent with 
chalcopyrite CuInSe2.  The optical gap determined from room temperature absorbance 
spectra of the nanocrystals dispersed in chloroform (Figure 3.5) of 1 eV, matches the bulk 
band gap of chalcopyrite CuInSe2 (Eg = ~1 eV).  Note that the nanocrystals are not small 




Figure 3.2.  TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystals from two different reactions: 
Samples (a) and (c) were made using selenourea from STREM and (b) and 
(d) were made with selenourea from ACROS.  The nanocrystals in (a) and 
(c) have an average length of 16.1 nm on two sides and 16.9 nm on the other 
side and the nanocrystals in (b) and (d) have an average length of 16.4 nm 
on two sides and 17.5 nm on the other side.  The ins t i  (d) shows a fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) of the region of (d), revealing the positional order 




Figure 3.3.  High resolution TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystals. The inset in (a) is an 
FFT of the TEM image, which indexes to chalcopyrite (tetragonal) CuInSe2.  
The measured -spacings of 3.35 Å and 2.05 Å correspond to the {112} and 
{220} lattice planes of bulk tetragonal CuInSe2 of 3.351 Å and 2.046 Å 
(JCPDS Card No. 40-1487). 
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Figure 3.4.  (a) XRD (λ = 1.54 Å) and (b) EDS of CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  The 
diffraction pattern indexes to chalcopyrite (tetragonal) CuInSe2 (JCPDS 
Card No. 40-1487).  The breadth of the XRD peaks is consistent with the 
nanoscale particle size observed by TEM.  The EDS is consistent with 
CuInSe2.  The inset in (b) is an HRTEM image of the nanocrystal 
measured by EDS.  In the EDS data, the Ni, C and Si signals are from the 
nickel grid, the carbon support and the background in the TEM.  XRD was 
performed with (~200 µm thick nanocrystal films on quartz substrates using 
a Bruker-Nonius D8 Advance powder diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation 
(λ = 1.54 Å).  Diffraction patterns were obtained at a scan rate of 12 deg / 
min in 0.01 deg increments for 12 hr, rotating the sample at 15 deg / min. 
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Figure 3.5.  Room temperature UV-visible absorbance spectra of an optically clear 
dispersion of CuInSe2 nanocrystals in chloroform.  The spectra were 
collected on a Varian Cary 5000 Scan spectrophotometer. 
 
3.3.2 Oleylamine etching of CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
The CuInSe2 nanocrystals were stable for several weeks when stored dispersed in 
organic solvents, except when excess oleylamine was present in the solution.  The free 
oleylamine disintegrated the nanocrystals over the course of several days, as shown in the 
TEM images in Figure 3.6.  Oleylamine appears to be etching the nanocrystal surface at 
specific facets.  This etching by oleylamine might be similar to what Allen and 
Bawendi50 observed for their Cu-In-Se nanocrystals, where thir as-synthesized 





Figure 3.6.  TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystals after dispersing in chloroform at 
room temperature with excess oleylamine for (a) 1 day, (b) 9 days and (c,d) 
13 days.  The shape of the etched nanocrystals is consistent with a 
pyramidal shape.97 
 
3.3.2.1 Effect of oleylamine etching 
The etching of CuInSe2 nanocrystals was confirmed by comparing nanocrystals in 
the presence and absence of excess oleylamine in solution.  In a typical synthesis, the 
nanocrystals are precipitated with 30 mL of ethanol after the reaction, centrifuged, 
redispersed in a minimal amount of chloroform (a few mL) and reprecipitated with 30 
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mL of ethanol.  This procedure effectively removes all of the excess oleylamine.  
When nanocrystals purified using this procedure were stored as dispersions, the 
nanocrystals were stable, as shown in the TEM images in Figure 3.7.  After purification, 
if a drop of oleylamine (~ 2 µL) was added to the nanocrystal dispersion, the particles 
were observed to slowly dissolve over the course of days, as the TEM images show in 
Figure 3.7c.  If the nanocrystals were not completely purified using the two 
precipitations after synthesis, then the nanocrystals were observed to etch, but at a slower 
rate than when oleylamine was intentionally added in excess.  The nanocrystals in the 
TEM images in Figure 3.7a were precipitated only once with only 10 mL of ethanol 




Figure 3.7.  TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystals after being stored in chloroform with 
varying amounts of excess oleylamine, as described a ove. 
 
3.3.3 Self-Assembly into triangular lattices 
The CuInSe2 nanocrystals were sufficiently monodisperse to form close-packed 
ordered monolayers when drop-cast onto carbon TEM substrates, as shown in Figures 3.2 
and 3.8.  The triangular shape of the nanocrystals le ds to triangular packing order in the 
monolayer, with each nanocrystal surrounded by onlythree nearest neighbors.  This is a 
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honeycomb lattice, structurally analogous to a graphene sheet.  To date, there have been 
only a few observations of close-packed triangle-shaped nanocrystals.98,99  High 
resolution TEM images of the CuInSe2 nanocrystals revealed that they shared a common 
crystallographic orientation with respect to the substrate.  The nanocrystals in Figure 3.3 
for example, are being viewed down the [114] zone axis, showing their (-1-12) and (2-20) 
lattice planes.  These nanocrystals are all lying o the substrate on (114) facets and 





Figure 3.8.  (a,b) TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystal monolayers.  White dots 
located at the center of the nanocrystals (a,b) help to illustrate the 
honeycomb structure of the monolayer in (c,d).  The ins ts in (c) and (d) 
are FFTs of (a) and (b): the spot patterns reveal the positional order of 
particles in the monolayer of (a) and (b). 
 
3.3.4 Three dimensional shape 
It is difficult to determine the three-dimensional shape of the nanocrystals from 
the two-dimensional images from TEM.  SEM on the other hand provides three-
dimensional images of the nanocrystals.  Figure 3.9 shows an SEM image of CuInSe2 
nanocrystals dropcast onto a Si wafer with native oxide.  When drop-cast onto the 
silicon substrates, the nanocrystals did not deposit as an ordered monolayer and they are 
randomly oriented on the substrate.  The nanocrystals are clearly not flat triangular 
platelets, but are pyramidal in shape.  This information, combined with the TEM images 
showing the crystallographic orientation within the nanocrystals provides enough 





Figure 3.9.  SEM image of CuInSe2 nanocrystals on a SiO2-coated Si substrate.  The 
image was acquired with a Zeiss Supra 40 VP SEM at a working voltage of 
10 kV and working distance of 8 mm. 
 
3.3.5 Crystallographic model of CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
Figure 3.10a shows a crystallographic model of a trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 
nanocrystal with the same crystallographic orientation as observed by TEM (as in Figure 
3.3 for example).  The nanocrystal is viewed down the [114] zone axis and shows the (-
1-12) and (2-20) lattice spacings.  In Figure 3.10b, the nanocrystal is portrayed slightly 
off the [114] zone axis to illustrate its three-dimensional pyramidal structure.  The 
nanocrystal lays flat on a (114) facet on the carbon TEM substrate, and its triangular 
shape extends from a ( )211  basal plane in the [11-2] direction to its triangular apex.  
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The other two exposed surface facets on the top of the nanocrystal are most likely the (-
114) and (1-14) planes. 
 
 
Figure 3.10.  Crystallographic models of a CuInSe2 nanocrystal with trigonal pyramidal 
shape (a) viewed down the [114] zone axis like the nanocrystals imaged by 
TEM image Figure 3.3 and (b) viewed slightly off the [114] zone axis to 
illustrate the three-dimensional shape of the nanocrystal and its (-1-12) and 
(-114) and (1-14) faceted surfaces; (c) the unit cell of chalcopyrite 
(tetragonal) CuInSe2; and (d) the (112) and (114) surfaces of CuInSe2. 
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3.3.5.1 Polarity of nanocrystal surfaces 
In chalcopyrite (tetragonal) CuInSe2, the (112) and (114) planes are structurally 
equivalent to the (111) and (112) planes, respectivly, of a cubic sphalerite crystal.  The 
(112) surfaces are polar in the absence of surface re onstruction because they are 
terminated entirely by either cations or anions andthus exhibit a net positive or negative 
charge.  The CuInSe2 (114) surfaces on the other hand are non-polar, as they are 
terminated by equal numbers of cations and anions, making them charge neutral.  Figure 
3.10d provides an illustration of these (112) and (114) surfaces.  The pyramidal 
structure results from the combination of these polar and non-polar surface facets.  This 
is in many ways similar to nanorod and trigonal pyramid-shaped CdS, CdSe and CdTe 
nanocrystals6,100-110 and disk-shaped Cu2S
111 and CuS112 nanocrystals, in which surface 
facets of different polarity exhibit significantly different growth rates, thus leading to 
non-spherical nanocrystals.  In the CuInSe2 trigonal pyramidal nanocrystals, either a 
cation or anion-terminated (-1-12) surface must be relatively stable, while the opposing 
(11-2) surface is relatively reactive, leading to fast growth in the [11-2] direction.  The 
three other sidewall facets are terminated by non-polar {114} surfaces.  The other non-
polar surfaces of chalcopyrite CuInSe2—the (110) surfaces—are not observed.  This is 
consistent with what is known about CuInSe2, as Jaffe et al.
113 and Zhang et al.114 have 
shown that the (112)/(-1-1-2) surfaces are more stable than the (110) surfaces due to their 
particular ability to reconstruct via defect formation 
 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, monodisperse CuInSe2 nanocrystals were synthesized.  They 
exhibit a trigonal pyramid hape as a result of their chalcopyrite crystal structure and the 
corresponding surface facet polarity.  Oleylamine is an effective capping ligand to 
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control CuInSe2 nanocrystal growth, but when present in excess in olution it can also 
etch the nanocrystal surfaces.  When dropcast onto carbon substrates, the nanocrystals 
deposit on their (114) surfaces and form close-packed monolayers with triangular order.  
When dropcast on silicon substrates (with native oxide), the nanocrystals do not exhibit 
the same facet-selective deposition and do not formordered monolayers.  
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Chapter 4: Effect of Excess CuCl on the Formation of Monodisperse 
Trigonal Pyramidal CuInSe2 Nanocrystals 
4.1 INTRODUCTION  
The importance of monodisperse nanocrystals has been significantly increased 
due to the dependence of electrical, magnetic, and optical properties on their size, shape, 
and composition.56  The mechanism for the formation of monodisperse nanocrystals has 
been studied based upon burst nucleation and separat d growth.60-64  It is so far revealed 
that diverse variables (such as reaction condition, reactivity, or kind of reactant) could 
influence the monodispersity of nanocrystals provided by colloidal synthetic methods.  
However, the complexity and subtlety of the effect of hose variables on monodispersity 
still requires profound study on each individual case. 
In this chapter, it is shown that the amount of excess CuCl precursor affected the 
monodispersity of trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals, which I previously reported 
(as shown in Chapter 3).65  Although the synthetic process previously showed the 
importance of precise synthetic ways, reaction temperature, and choice of oleylamine for 
the formation of monodisperse CuInSe2 nanocrystals, more study was needed on the 
factors to influence the monodispersity such as precursor concentration related to reaction 
kinetics. 
 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
Copper(I) chloride (CuCl, Aldrich, anhydrous, beads, ≥99.99+ %), indium(III) 
chloride (InCl3, Aldrich, 99.999 %), selenourea (ACROS, 99.9+ %), and oleylamine 
(Aldrich, 70%) were purchased and used as received. 
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4.2.1 Nanocrystal preparation 
In a typical synthesis, a mixture of CuCl, InCl3, and oleylamine is vigorously 
stirred and degassed in the reaction flask for 30 minutes at 60 ºC on the Schlenk line in 
the glovebox.  The amount of InCl3 and oleylamine are fixed as 0.11 g (0.5 mmol of In) 
and 10 mL, respectively.  On the other hand, the amount of CuCl varies adding an 
excess amount from 0 % to 75 % in each reaction.  The mixture is then heated to 130 ºC 
under nitrogen for 10 minutes.  During heating, the solution turns from blue to yellow, 
indicating the formation of oleylamine complexes with Cu and In.  Meanwhile, the 
selenium reactant solution is prepared by dissolving 0.123 g of selenourea (1.0 mmol) in 
1 mL of oleylamine at 200 ºC under nitrogen on a Schlenk line.  The In/Cu/oleylamine 
reactant solution is cooled to 100 ºC and the selenium reactant solution is added by 
syringe.  Immediately after injection of the Se reactant, the reaction mixture is heated to 
240 ºC at a rate of 15 ºC/min.  After 1 hour, the nanocrystals are removed from the 
heating mantle and allowed to cool to room temperature.  20 mL of ethanol is then 
added to precipitate the nanocrystals, followed by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 1 min.  
The supernatant is discarded.  The nanocrystals redi p rse in a variety of non-polar 
organic solvents, including chloroform, hexane, and toluene.  Prior to characterization, 
dispersions are typically centrifuged again at 4000 rpm for 3 min to remove inadequately 
capped nanocrystals, followed by an additional washing process with centrifugation at 
7000 rpm for 3 min.  A typical reaction yields ~100 mg of CuInSe2 nanocrystals. 
 
4.2.2 Characterization methods 
TEM images were acquired on either a JEOL 2010F microscope equipped with a 
field emission gun operated at 200 kV or an FEI Tecnai microscope operated at 80 kV.  
TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting from chloroform dispersions onto carbon-
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coated Ni TEM grids (200-mesh, Electron Microscopy Sciences).  The JEOL 2010F has 
an Oxford X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector, which was used for 
elemental analysis. 
XRD patterns were obtained from nanocrystal films that were approximately 200 
µm thick on quartz substrates.  A Bruker-Nonius D8 Advance powder diffractometer 
with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) was used with a scan rate of 6 deg/min in 0.01 deg 
increments, collecting for 12 hr with that sample rotating at 15 deg/min. 
Room temperature UV-visible absorbance spectra were coll cted on a Varian 
Cary 5000 Scan spectrophotometer with samples dispersed in chloroform in quartz 
cuvettes. 
 
4.3 RESULTS  
4.3.1 Formation of Nanocrystals with different amounts of Excess CuCl   
Figure 4.1 shows TEM images of the nanocrystals synthesized adding different 
amounts of excess CuCl into a reaction solution including stoichiometric CuCl, InCl3 and 
selenourea (Cu:In:Se=1:1:2) in oleylamine.  It is revealed that the nanocrystals 
appreared to be more monodisperse as the amount of excess CuCl increased until 45 % 
excess CuCl where highly monodisperse trigonal pyramid l CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
formed.  On the other hand, beyond 45 % excess CuCl point, the nanocrystals lost a 




Figure 4.1.  TEM images of nanocrystals synthesized using different amounts of excess 
CuCl: (a) 0 %, (b) 15 %, (c) 30 %, (d) 45 %, (e) 53 %, (f) 60 %, and (g) 
75 %.  All particle dimensions are measured and shown in Figure 4.3.  It 
is shown that the highest monodispersity occurred with 45 % excess CuCl 
into a reaction solution. 
 
4.3.1.1 Quantitative analysis 
Plots of average particle size, relative standard deviation of size, and percentage 
of shapes versus amount of excess CuCl were shown in Figures 4.2a, 4.2b, and 4.2c, 
respectively.  Size histograms are shown in Figure 4.3.  While Figure 4.2a shows that 
average particle sizes are in a similar range (13-17 nm), relative standard deviations show 
a sudden drop and increase in Figure 4.2b, which implies that the amount of excess CuCl 
plays an important role on the formation of monodisper e CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  
Moreover, it is shown that particle shapes vary depending on the amount of excess CuCl 
in the reaction solution.  Figure 4.2c showed that a percentage of triangular (in fact, this 
is a trigonal pyramidal shape in three dimension65) particles most drastically changed as 
the excess CuCl amount increased.  The triangular sh pe had the highest percentage 
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(95 %) at the excess CuCl amount of 45 % as well as the case of highest monodispersity 
(relative standard deviation of size=9.9 %).  This corresponds that the CuInSe2 
nanocrystals made with 45 % excess CuCl showed very high monodispersity in both size 
and shape in the TEM image (Figure 4.1d).  Note that e tendency of increasing 
monodispersity (in both size and shape) was broken aft r 45 % excess CuCl. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  Plots of (a) average particle size, (b) relative standard deviation of size, and 
(c) percentage of shapes versus amount of excess CuCl.  (a) revealed that 
all particle sizes are within a similar range, but (b) and (c) showed a sudden 
change in both size and shape at the 45 % excess CuCl amount, where the 




Figure 4.3.  Size histograms of nanocrystals synthesized using different amounts of 
excess CuCl, which were constructred from TEM images in Figure 4.1. 
 
4.3.2 Crystal structure and composition of nanocrystals   
The XRD patterns of the nanocrystals synthesized with d fferent amounts of 
excess CuCl were shown in Figure 4.4a.  This reveald that while the nanocrystals had a 
CuInSe2 chalcopyrite structure until the highest monodisper ity point (45 % CuCl 
excess), the crystal structure slightly changed beyond that point.  In order to elucidate 
the slight change in XRD peaks, the I, II, and III patterns indicated in Figure 4.4a were 
enlarged in Figure 4.4b.  Here, it is shown that the patterns of 60 % and 75 % excess 
CuCl had an explicit peak shift to a longer 2 theta, which corresponds to Cu2Se (cubic) 
structure.  It is presumed that the monodispersity break after 45 % excess CuCl is 
attributed to the crystal structure change due to using a relatively large amount of CuCl 
precursor.  The patterns of 60 % excess CuCl showed a little trace of CuInSe2 crystal 
structure in addition to Cu2Se structure, possibly indicating a mixture of CuInSe2 (small 
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portion) and Cu2Se (large portion) nanocrystals. Figure 4.4c showed atomic 
compositional ratios of corresponding nanocrystals using EDS.  They revealed a 
transform of Cu:In:Se ratio from 1:1:2 ratio to 2:1:0 from 0 % to 75 % of excess CuCl.  
The EDS from 60 % confirmed that those nanocrystals contained a mixture of Cu2Se and 
CuInSe2 as previously implied in its XRD peaks in Figure 4.4b. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.  (a,b) XRD and (c) EDS of the nanocrystals synthesized using different 
amounts of excess CuCl.  The stick patterns for chalcopyrite (tetragonal) 
CuInSe2 (JCPDS No. 040-1487) and cubic Cu2Se (JCPDS No. 01-088-2043) 
are provided for references in (a).  (b) shows enlarged peaks of I, II, and III 
shown in (a), indicating an explicit peak shift of +60 % and +75 % to a 
longer 2 theta (Cu2Se position).  EDS also shows a significant change from
+60 %, finally having approximately 2:1:0 ratio of Cu:In:Se at +75 %. 
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4.3.3 Optical properties of nanocrystals   
UV-vis absorbance spectra from the same sets of nanocrystals were shown in 
Figure 4.5.  This also confirmed that the nanocrystals made by excess CuCl of +0 % and 
+45 % showed the expected band gap energy of ~1 eV typical of bulk CuInSe2.  
However, the absorbance from +60 % and +75 % ones had extra broad peaks at longer 





Figure 4.5.  Room temperature UV-vis absorbance spectra of an ptically clear 
dispersion (in chloroform) of the nanocrystals synthesized using different 
amounts of excess CuCl.  The absorption edges until ~45 % correspond to 
an optical gap of 1 eV (bulk CuInSe2), however, the broad absorbance peaks 




4.4.1 Effect of excess CuCl on nucleation-growth process 
Based upon kinetics of colloidal nanocrystal formation,60,64 the effect of excess 
CuCl precursor on the formation of monodisperse CuInSe2 nanocrystals was deduced.  
The colloidal nanocrystal formation is mostly explained as a nucleation-growth 
mechanism, comprising three reaction steps: (1) mono er formation (P→M), (2) 
nucleation (xM→Cx), and (3) growth (Cx+yM↔Cx+y) where P: precursor, M: monomer, 
C: crystal.  In order to obtain monodisperse nanocrystals, the nucleation reaction (2) has 
to be retarded so that no preliminary nucleation occurs before a burst nucleation.  After 
a sudden nucleation where a large amount of nuclei form in a very short time, only 
growth dominates without more nucleation process owing to a small amount of reactants 
left (the reaction step (3)), leading a formation of m nodisperse nanocrystals. 
The separation of metal and selenium precursors and the use of oleylamine were 
our efforts to satisfy the first mechanism (retardation of nucleation).  Note that 
oleylamine effectively coordinates with each precursor,65 forming stable monomers in the 
reaction step (1), and metal salt precursors and selenium source (selenourea) are initially 
isolated and converted to a complex form with oleylamine in each reaction container in 
order to well stabilize the monomers prior to fast reaction. 
In spite of this endeavor, the reaction step (2) is insufficiently retarded in case of a 
stoichiometric reaction of CuInSe2 nanocrystals. (See the polydisperse particles in Figure 
4.1a)  It is presumably because indium precursor is relatively reactive since indium 
poorly forms a coordination complex rather than copper.  However, if excess amount of 
CuCl is added, the total portion of coordinated (stable) complex increases due to an 
immediate formation of CuCl-oleylamine complex.  Thus, the reaction step (2) could be 
efficiently delayed by adding excess amount of CuCl.  This is followed by high 
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accumulated monomer concentration and subsequent burs n cleation, resulting in the 
formation of monodisperse CuInSe2 nanocrystals (Figure 4.1d).  However, if the amount 
of excess CuCl was over a certain point (which turned out to be 45 %), the 
monodispersity was also broken (Figures 4.1f and 4.1g) possibly because too overloaded 
CuCl made a different reaction process making Cu-rich crystal structure such as Cu2Se as 
shown XRD and EDS data of Figure 4.4. 
4.4.1.1 Effect of excess CuCl on nanocrystal shape 
Not only size but also shape can be influenced by using an excess CuCl.  The 
trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals were revealed to contain three nonpolar {114} 
facets and one polar {112} facet by our group.65  Based upon that crystallographic 
model, one can notice that the number of cations (Cu or In) is larger than that of anions 
(Se) on the nanocrystal surface.  Therefore, more amount of CuCl (or InCl3) might be 
needed for the formation of the trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals intrinsically 
having cation-rich composition.  This statement is plausible since the CuInSe2 
nanocrystals have a small size (~10 nm) where the portion of atoms on the surface is 
significant.  As a proof, it was shown in Figure 4.2c that the number of triangular 
particles was conspicuously lower when less amount f excess CuCl was used.  For the 
case of large amount of excess CuCl, the portion of triangular particles rather decreased 
due to the same reason of the formation of different materials as explained above. 
 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The effect of excess CuCl on the formation of monodisperse trigonal pyramidal 
CuInSe2 nanocrystals was investigated.  It was revealed that 45 % excess CuCl lead the 
most monodisperse trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals in their size and shape.  In 
addition, the monodispersity trend was suddenly changed around 45 % of excess CuCl, 
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accompanying with the transform of crystals structure from CuInSe2 to Cu2Se.  The 
formation mechanism of monodisperse trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals was 
suggested with regard to excess amount of CuCl precursor, based on the nucleation-
growth model of colloidal nanocrystal formation.  
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Chapter 5: Wurtzite-Chalcopyrite Polytypism in CuIn S2 Nanodisks† 
5.1 INTRODUCTION  
The wurtzite CuInS2 nanocrystals were synthesized via colloidal synthetic 
procedures by several research groups.66,77-81  However, there is still a need to obtain 
refined nanocrystals with improved size and shape control. 
In this chapter, it is reported that monodisperse and wurtzite CuInS2 nanodisks 
were synthesized.  Wurtzite crystal structure of CuInS2 nanodisks were revealed by X-
ray diffraction (XRD) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of 
the CuInS2 nanodisks revealed a significant amount of polytypism with most of the 
nanodisks having domains of chalcopyrite CuInS2 interfaced with wurtzite CuInS2 across 
(002)w/(112)ch stacking faults.  This is the first example of wurtzite-chalcopyrite 
polytypism in a I-III-VI2 compound and is a consequence of the high surface area to 
volume ratio of the nanodisks and the colloidal synthesis. 
 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
Copper(I) chloride (CuCl, Aldrich, 99.995+ %), indium(III) chloride (InCl3, 
Aldrich, 99.999 %), Copper(II) acetylacetonate (Cu(acac)2, Aldrich, 99.99+%), thiourea 
(Fluka, ≥99.0 %), and oleylamine (Fluka) were purchased and use  as received. 
5.2.1 Nanocrystal synthesis 
A mixture of 0.05 g of CuCl (0.5 mmol of Cu), 0.11 g of InCl3 (0.5 mmol of In), 
0.076 g of thiourea (1.0 mmol of S), and 10 mL of oleylamine is vigorously stirred (this 
solution has a dark brown color) and degassed in the reaction flask for 30 minutes at 60ºC 
by pulling vacuum on a Schlenk line.  The flask is then filled with nitrogen and heated 
                                                 
† The contents of this chapter appear in Chemistry of Materials 21(9), 1962-1966 (2009) 
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to 240ºC at a rate of 15ºC/min.  During the heating process, smoke begins to evolve at 
about 200ºC and the color turns a darker color, indicating nanocrystal nucleation and 
growth.  After allowing the reaction to proceed for ne hour, the reaction flask is 
removed from the heating mantle and allowed to cool t  room temperature.  30 mL of 
ethanol is then added to precipitate the nanocrystals, followed by centrifugation at 7000 
rpm for 3 minutes.  The supernatant is discarded.  The nanocrystals redisperse in a 
variety of non-polar organic solvents, including chloroform, hexane, and toluene.  Prior 
to characterization, dispersions are centrifuged again at 6000 rpm for 1 min to remove 
inadequately capped nanocrystals.  A typical reaction yields approximately 200 mg of 
CuInS2 nanocrystals. 
5.2.2 Characterization methods 
Nanocrystals were imaged by scanning and transmission electron microscopy 
(SEM and TEM).  TEM images were acquired on a JEOL 2010F microscope equipped 
with a field emission gun operated at 200 kV.  TEM samples were prepared by drop-
casting from chloroform dispersions onto carbon-coated Ni TEM grids (200-mesh, 
Electron Microscopy Sciences). The JEOL 2010F has an Oxford X-ray energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) detector, which was used for elem ntal analysis.  SEM images were 
acquired with a Zeiss Supra 40 VP SEM at a working voltage of 10-15 kV and working 
distance of 6 mm. 
XRD patterns were obtained from nanocrystal films that were approximately 200 
µm thick on quartz substrates.  A Bruker-Nonius D8 Advance powder diffractometer 
with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) was used with a scan rate of 6 deg/min in 0.01 deg 
increments, collecting for 12 hr with that sample rotating at 15 deg/min. 
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Room temperature UV-visible absorbance spectra were coll cted on a Varian 
Cary 5000 Scan spectrophotometer with samples dispersed in chloroform in quartz 
cuvettes. 
. 
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.3.1 Synthesis of CuInS2 Nanodisks 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show TEM and SEM images of the CuInS2 nanodisks 
synthesized by heating CuCl, InCl3 and thiourea in oleylamine at 240°C.  The nanodisks 
are monodisperse with average diameter and thickness of 13.4 nm and 5.7 nm.  The 
standard deviation about the mean diameter is ±12.0%.  The disk shape of the particles 
is easily observed, as they either deposit flat with their faces on the substrate or on their 
sides, in some cases stacking face-to-face into columns extended parallel to the substrate 
(See for example Figures 5.1c, 5.2c and 5.2d).  EDS (Figure 5.3b) confirmed that the 
nanodisks are composed of CuInS2, with Cu:In:S atomic ratios very near to 1:1:2.  The 
optical absorption edge in the UV-vis absorbance spctra also corresponds to the 




Figure 5.1.  TEM images of CuInS2 nanodisks.  The dimensions are 13.4 ± 1.6 nm 
(diameter) and 5.7 ± 0.6 nm (thickness). The red oval in (a) highlights a 
region of nanodisks oriented on their sides and the image in (c) shows many 




Figure 5.2.  SEM images of CuInS2 nanodisks on silicon substrates coated with either 
(a,b) native oxide or (c,d) silicon nitride (Si3N4).  In these two cases, the 
orientation of the nanodisks is different on the substrates, resting either on 




Figure 5.3.  XRD and (b) EDS of CuInS2 nanodisks.  The stick patterns for wurtzite 
CuInS2 shown in (a) were calculated with the CaRIne Crystallography 3.1 
program using the following lattice parameters: space grou, P63mc (No. 
186) and unit cell dimensions a = b = 3.897(3) Å, c = 6.441(0) Å).66  The 
Ni, C and Si signals in the EDS data are from the nickel grid, the carbon 




Figure 5.4.  Room temperature UV-vis absorbance spectra of an ptically clear 
dispersion of CuInS2 nanocrystals in chloroform. The absorption edge 
corresponds to an optical gap of 1.53 eV, which is consistent with bulk 
CuInS2. 
5.3.2 Wurtzite CuInS2 Nanodisks 
The XRD patterns (Figure 5.3a) from the nanodisks, however, were characteristic 
of a hexagonal wurtzite structure as opposed to the expected tetragonal chalcopyrite 
structure. Although the wurtzite phase was unexpected, Pan, et al.66 has also recently 
observed the formation of wurtzite CuInS2 nanocrystals.  The XRD pattern calculated 
using the lattice parameters reported by Pan, et al.66 (space group: P63mc (No. 186) and 
unit cell dimensions a = b = 3.897(3) Å, c = 6.441(0) Å) gave a good match to the 
experimental diffraction pattern, as shown in Figure 5.3a. 
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5.3.2.1 XRD comparison 
Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the experimental XRD pattern with the 
simulated wurtzite CuInS2 pattern and other possible crystal phases, such as alcopyrite 
CuInS2 and impurities, like hexagonal Cu2S, and hexagonal CuS.  The experimental 
diffraction patterns matches wurtzite CuInS2 phase, with the exception of a small peak at 
2Θ=32o that corresponds to the chalcopyrite (211) diffraction peak, further verifying the 





Figure 5.5.  Comparison of an experimental XRD pattern with several other possible 
crystal phases.  The colored and dashed lines provide references for the 
wurtzite and chalcopyrite CuInS2 phases.  The red asterisk indicates a peak 
corresponding to the (211)ch diffraction peak. 
5.3.3 HRTEM analysis 
The nanodisks were further studied by high resolutin TEM.  Figure 5.6 shows 
TEM images of the nanodisks with two different orientations on the substrate.  The FFT 
of the image in Figure 5.6a corresponds to a crystal wi h a hexagonal structure with the 
nanodisk being viewed down the [001] zone axis (i.e., the c-axis of the wurtzite CuInS2 
crystal structure).  The top and bottom faces of the disk are bounded by {002} planes, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.6c.  Similar crystallographic orientations have been observed for 





Figure 5.6.  TEM images of CuInS2 nanodisks with two different orientations on the 
substrate: (a) lying flat and (b) standing on edge.  The FFTs are consistent 
with wurtzite CuInS2: the (100) spots do not appear in the chalcopyrite 
structure.  (c) Illustration of the crystallographic orientation of the 
nanodisks based on TEM images like those in (a) and (b). 
5.3.4 Polytypism of CuInS2 nanodisks 
Extensive TEM revealed that a significant amount of chalcopyrite CuInS2 was 
also present in the nanodisks.  We noticed that stacking faults were present in many 
nanodisks imaged on their sides.  A careful structural analysis of the TEM images 
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showed that part of the crystal was actually in thechalcopyrite phase.  This was 
surprising because XRD quite clearly showed that the nanodisks were composed of 
wurtzite CuInS2.  But a more careful look at the XRD peak intensitie  also revealed that 
wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism was present in the sample.  The diffraction peak 
positions matched wurtzite CuInS2, but the intensities of the peaks corresponding to 
chalcopyrite—i.e., the wurtzite (002), (110), and (112) peaks—were slightly higher than 
expected.  Most nanodisks turned out to have crystalline wurtzite domains interfaced 





Figure 5.7.  (a) HRTEM image of the CuInS2 nanocrystal with [-120] zone axis and (b) 
FFT of the red square area in (a).  The FFT shows multiple diffraction 
spots (indicated by yellow arrows) from chalcopyrite s ructure at the lower 
part.  (c) A crystal model showing the {-120} wurtzite plane and its 
equivalent {0-24} chalcopyrite plane.  The crystal models were generated 
using Materials Studio and the angles between lattice planes were calculated 
by CaRIne Crystallography 3.1 program.  (d) Magnified mage of the 
region bordered by the red square in (a) with the same scale as the simulated 
crystal in (c).  (“w” and “ch” indicate wurtzite and chalcopyrite, 
respectively.) 
 
The crystal phase of the nanodisks is therefore most accurately described as 
polytypic, as both wurtzite and chalcopyrite crystal domains coexist within each 
nanodisk.  For example, the FFT in Figure 5.7b generated from the crystalline region 
outlined by the red square in (a) has more spots (indicated by the yellow arrows) than 
expected for a wurtzite crystal imaged down the [-120] zone axis.  These additional 
spots arise from the change in crystal structure to chalcopyrite across the stacking fault.   
5.3.4.1 FFT analysis 
Figure 5.8 shows additional TEM images of polytypic nanodisks and Figure 5.9 
shows another example of a nanodisk imaged on its side and the FFTs generated from 









Figure 5.9.  FFTs generated from a TEM image of a CuInS2 anodisk at the different 
regions of the crystal outlined in red.  The additional spots in the FFT arise 
from the crystalline chalcopyrite domain ([0-24] zone axis), indicated by 
yellow arrows under the wurtzite domain. 
 
It should be appreciated that the wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism can only be 
observed in TEM images of nanodisks with particular orientations on the substrate.  For 
example, nanodisks oriented on their faces (like the one imaged in Figure 5.6b) and 
imaged down the [001]w zone axis appear to be single crystals as the (002)w/(112)ch 
stacking faults within the interior of the nanodisk are not visible when viewed in this 
crystallographic direction.  The stacking faults are only observable when the crystal is 
imaged down the [-120]w zone axis. 
5.3.5 Different Cu precursor effect 
CuInS2 nanodisks with wurtzite crystal structure were also obtained when the 
synthesis was carried out using Cu(acac)2 in place of CuCl as the Cu source.  
(Copper(II) acetylacetonate (Cu(acac)2, 99.99+%) was obtained from Aldrich and used as 
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received.)  Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show TEM images of the CuInS2 nanodisks.  The 
high resolution TEM images (Figure 5.11) show that the nanodisks exhibit wurtzite-
chalcopyrite polytypism, but that the nanodisks exhibit a larger presence of chalcopyrite 
CuInS2 than the nanodisks made using CuCl.  The relative intensities of the diffraction 
peaks in the XRD data (Figure 5.12) are consistent with the conclusions drawn from the 
TEM images.  Specifically, the intensities of peaks characteristic of the chalcopyrite 
phase—which are those that overlap with the wurtzite (002), (110), and (112) peaks—are 
more intense in the sample made with Cu(acac)2  than nanodisks made with CuCl. 
 
 
Figure 5.10.  TEM images of wurtzite CuInS2 nanodisks synthesized using Cu(acac)2 in 





Figure 5.11.  HRTEM images of CuInS2 nanodisks synthesized using Cu(acac)2 in 
place of CuCl.  The nanodisks exhibit wurtzite-chalopyrite polytypism, 
but the chalcopyrite domains are more significant in these nanodisks, as also 




Figure 5.12.  XRD of CuInS2 nanodisks synthesized using either CuCl (black curve) or 
Cu(acac)2 (pink curve) as the Cu source. The slight difference in relative 
peak intensities of the two samples indicates that the nanodisks made with 
Cu(acac)2 are slightly richer in chalcopyrite content. 
 
5.4 CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, a new synthetic route was developed that produced monodisperse 
CuInS2 nanodisks.  The nanodisks exhibited wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism with the 
coexistence of both wurtzite and chalcopyrite domains interface across (002)w/(112)ch 
stacking faults.  This is the first example of wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism in I-III-
VI2 compounds that we are aware of.  
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Chapter 6: Wurtzite CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 (CIGS) Nanocrystals: 
Synthesis, Structure, and Polytypism 
6.1 INTRODUCTION  
Nanocrystals of CIGS materials are being developed as a printable “solar 
pigment.”  A variety of CIGS nanocrystals have recently been synthesized and 
prototype PVs have been made from these materials.51-53,55,117  In some cases, 
unexpected crystal structure has been observed.66,77-81  For example, Pan, et al. recently 
found that their CuInS2 nanocrystals exhibited a wurtzite (hexagonal) crystal tructure, 
instead of the expected cubic phase.66  I have also observed wurtzite CuInS2 in 
nanocrystals.79  This is very interesting, as the wurtzite phase i not stable at room 
temperature in the bulk relative to chalcopyrite and other cubic phases such as sphalerite 
or ordered vacancy compound.76  Wurtzite CuInS2 occurs only as a high temperature 
phase (1045-1090 oC).76  In contrast, wurtzite phases of CuInSe2 and CIGS are not 
known to occur in the bulk, and have not been observed in nanocrystals.83 
Synthetic routes for CuInSe2 and CIGS nanocrystals have recently been 
developed by several research groups.43,44,46-53,65,117-119  Alternative phases to 
chalcopyrite have been observed in CuInSe2 nanocrystals, such as sphalerite 
(compositionally disordered)52 and ordered vacancy compounds,50 however, wurtzite 
crystal structure has not been observed.83  In this chapter, I report CuInSe2 and 
Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals with wurtzite (hexagonal) crystal structure. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) revealed wurtzite crystal structure in CuInSe2 and 
Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals.  Extenstive high resolution transmision electron 
microscopy (TEM) imaging showed that the nanocrystals in fact were polytypic, 
consisting of both chalcopyrite and wurtzite crystal structure within the same 
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nanocrystals, similar to what I showed to be the case in CuInS2 nanodisks.
79  Elemental 
mapping in the nanocrystals by nanobeam energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line 
scans revealed compositional variations between the chalcopyrite and wurtzite phases. 
 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
Copper(I) chloride (CuCl, Aldrich, 99.995+ %), indium(III) acetylacetonate 
(In(acac)3, Aldrich, 99.99 %), gallium(III) chloride (GaCl3, Aldrich, 99.999 %), 
selenourea (ACROS, 99.9+ %), selenium (Aldrich, 99.9  %), and octadecylamine 
(Aldrich, 97 %) were purchased and used as received. 
6.2.1 Nanocrystal Synthesis 
In a typical wurtzite CuInSe2 nanocrystal synthesis, a mixture of 0.05 g of CuCl 
(0.5 mmol of Cu), 0.206 g of In(acac)3 (0.5 mmol of In), 0.123 g of selenourea (1.0 mmol 
of Se), and 10 g of octadecylamine is vigorously stirred and degassed in the reaction flask 
for 30 minutes at 80 ºC by pulling vacuum on a Schlenk line. (For the synthesis of 
wurtzite CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2, 0.25 mmol of In(acac)3 and 0.25 mmol of GaCl3 are used and 
for the synthesis of wurtzite CuIn0.6Ga0.4Se2, 0.25 mmol of In(acac)3 and 0.375 mmol of 
GaCl3 are used instead of 0.5 mmol In(acac)3 described above.)  The solution color is 
black.  The flask is then filled with nitrogen and heated to 240 ºC at a rate of 15 ºC/min.  
During the heating process, smoke begins to evolve at about 200 ºC and the color turns a 
darker color, indicating nanocrystal nucleation and growth.  After allowing the reaction 
to proceed for one hour, the reaction flask is removed from the heating mantle and 
allowed to cool to room temperature.  30 mL of ethanol is then added to precipitate the 
nanocrystals, followed by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 3 minutes.  The supernatant is 
discarded.  The nanocrystals redisperse in a variety of non-polar organic solvents, 
including chloroform, hexane, and toluene.  The disper ions are centrifuged again at 
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6000 rpm for 1 min to remove inadequately capped nanocrystals.  The washing process 
is repeated in order to remove remaining reactants d by-products.  A typical reaction 
yields approximately 120 mg of wurtzite CuInSe2 nanocrystals. 
6.2.2 Characterization Methods 
Nanocrystals were imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  TEM 
images were acquired on either a JEOL 2010F microscope equipped with a field emission 
gun operated at 200 kV or an FEI Tecnai microscope operated at 80 kV.  TEM samples 
were prepared by drop-casting from chloroform disper ions onto carbon-coated Ni TEM 
grids (200-mesh, Electron Microscopy Sciences).  The JEOL 2010F has an Oxford X-
ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector, which was used for elemental 
analysis.  XRD patterns were obtained from nanocrystal films that were approximately 
200 µm thick on quartz substrates.  A Bruker-Nonius D8 Advance powder 
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) was used with a scan rate of 6 deg/min 
in 0.01 deg increments, collecting for 12 hr with that sample rotating at 15 deg/min.  
Room temperature UV-visible absorbance spectra werecoll cted on a Varian Cary 5000 
Scan spectrophotometer with samples dispersed in chloroform in quartz cuvettes. 
 
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.3.1 Synthesis of wurtzite CuInSe2 Nanocrystals 
CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals with wurtzite crystal structure were 
synthesized by combining copper(I) chloride (CuCl), indium(III) acetylacetonate 
(In(acac)3), gallium(III) chloride (GaCl3), and selenourea in octadecylamine at air-free 




Figure 6.1.  Reaction scheme for wurtzite CuInSe2 nanocrystal synthesis. 
 
Note that similar reaction conditions, but with the use of elemental Se as the Se 
source, leads to chalcopyrite CuInSe2 and CIGS nanocrystals.
44,48,49,51-53,117,119  The use 
of selenourea was necessary to form wurtzite nanocrystals, as well as careful control of 
the reaction procedure.  But we had also previously synthesized monodisperse 
chalcopyrite CuInSe2 nanocrystals with a trigonal pyramidal shape by initially combining 
metal precursors in oleylamine and subsequently injecting selenourea at a low 
temperature, followed by heating to 240 oC.65  Wurtzite CuInSe2 and CIGS nanocrystals 
are obtained only when metal precursors and selenour a are mixed together in 
octadecylamine prior to heating. 
Figure 6.2 shows TEM images of CuInSe2 and CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals with 
wurtzite crystal structure, synthesized by heating metal precursors and selenourea in 
oleylamine at 240 °C.  Unlike CuInSe2 nanocrystals synthesized by other methods, these 
CuInSe2 nanocrystals have a disk-like shape (Figures 6.2a and 6.2c).  Combining metal 
precursors and selenourea may play a role to make this different shape of CuInSe2 
nanocrystals.  Similarly, we have found that the usof thiourea resulted in a disk shape 
under a similar condition.79  Their average diameter and thickness were 16.7 nm and 9.4 
nm, respectively.  The disk shape was confirmed by TEM imaging of the substrate at 
different tilt angles.  Figure 6.3 shows a field of CuInSe2 nanocrystals imaged by TEM 
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before and after tilting the sample.  When the sample was tilted by 12.8o, the edges of 
the particles appeared to overlap, indicating that e nanocrystals had a disk shape and 
were oriented on their edges.  This type of image analysis has been used in the past to 
discern disks from rods in the past for a variety of other materials.111,120 
 
 
Figure 6.2.  TEM images of (a, c) CuInSe2 and (b, d) CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals.  
The CuInSe2 nanocrystals were shaped like disks, with average diameter of 
16.7 nm and thickness of 9.4 nm.  The CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals had a 
tapered bullet shape with average dimensions of 11.3 nm (short side) and 




Figure 6.3.  TEM images of CuInSe2 nanocrystals viewed with the substrate at different 
tilt angles.  The nanodisks circled in blue are orinted on their edges. 
 
Figures 6.2b and 6.2d show TEM images of CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 (CIGS) nanocrystals 
made by including a Ga reactant in the reaction.  These CIGS nanocrystals have a 
tapered shape, like a bullet.  The average size of the CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals is 11.3 
nm (short side) and 16.9 nm (long side).  From EDS, the Cu:In:Se composition of the 
disk-shaped CuInSe2 nanocrystals was 1:1:2 (atomic ratios) and tapered th  Cu:In:Ga:Se 
ratio of the CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals was nearly 1:0.8:0.2:2 in Figure 6.4. The band 
gap energies determined from the absorption edge in UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectra 
were 1.036 eV and 1.136 eV, which corresponds to the expected band gap energy of 1.04 










Figure 6.4.  Atomic ratios of (a) CuInSe2, (b) CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2, and (c) CuIn0.6Ga0.4Se2 
nanocrystals measured by EDS.  Averaged ratios over several nanocrystals 
are nearly (a) Cu:In:Se=1:1:2, (b) Cu:In:Ga:Se=1:0.8:0.2:2, and (c) 
Cu:In:Ga:Se=1:0.6:0.4:2, respectively.  The Ni, C and Si signals are from 





Figure 6.5.  Room temperature UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectra of CuInSe2 and 
CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals dispersed in chloroform.  The absorption 
edges correspond to optical gaps of 1.04 and 1.13 eV, respectively. 
 
6.3.2 Wurtzite crystal structure 
XRD (Figure 6.6) revealed that the nanocrystals had a wurtzite crystal structure.  
EDS confirmed that the nanocrystals were composed of CuInSe2 and CIGS.  The 
wurtzite (100), (101), and (103) peaks were weaker for the CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals 
(Figure 6.6b) than the CuInSe2 nanocrystals, but were still apparent.  The (002) peak 
positions from the CuInSe2 and CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals are compared in the inset in 
Figure 6.6.  The (002) peaks appear at higher 2theta for the nanocrystals with higher Ga 
content, consistent with the expected smaller lattice spacing.  CIGS nanocrystals with 
higher Ga content were also synthesized—CuIn0.6Ga0.4Se2 nanocrystals—and the XRD 
patterns also showed these materials to have wurtzite crystal structure (Figure 6.6c).  
See the TEM image of the nanocrystals in Figure 6.7.  The reference peak positions for 
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the (002) peaks from CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 and CuIn0.6Ga0.4Se2 were determined as a function 
of Ga composition (red and blue vertical lines in an inset of Figure 6.6) using Vegard’s 
law, using the (112) peak positions of chalcopyrite CuInSe2 (JCPDS#00-040-1487) and 
CuIn0.7Ga0.3Se2 (JCPDS#00-035-1102).  The (112) peak positions of the chalcopyrite 
compounds are equivalent to the (002) wurtzite peak positions. 
 
 
Figure 6.6.  XRD of (a) CuInSe2, (b) CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2, and (c) CuIn0.6Ga0.4Se2 
nanocrystals.  The stick patterns for wurtzite CuInSe2 shown were 
calculated with the CaRIne Crystallography 3.1 program with space group, 
P63mc (No. 186) and unit cell dimensions a = b = 4.085(8) Å, c = 6.676(5) 
Å).  (Inset) Magnification of the (002) peaks compared to the expected 
peak positions based on Vegard’s law using 112 peakositions of 




Figure 6.7.  TEM image of CuIn0.6Ga0.4Se2 nanocrystals. 
 
6.3.3 HRTEM analysis 
Figures 6.8a and 6.8b show high resolution TEM images of the CuInSe2 
nanodisks with two different orientations on the substrate.  The FFT of the image in 
Figure 6.8a corresponds to a crystal with a wurtzite (hexagonal) structure with the 
nanodisk being viewed down the [001] zone axis (i.e., the c-axis of the wurtzite CuInSe2 
crystal structure).  The (100) spots in the FFT do not appear in the chalcopyrite 
structure.  Figure 6.8b shows [002] growth direction (thickness direction) of the CuInSe2 
nanodisks.  The top and bottom faces of the disk are bounded by wurtzite {002} planes. 
6.3.3.1 Polytypism of nanocrystals 
Figure 6.8c shows that the CuInSe2 nanodisks exhibit structural polytypism, with 
both wurtzite and chalcopyrite domains in the same nanocrystal, similar to we observed 
recently in the case of CuInS2 nanodisks synthesized using metal chlorides and 
thiourea.79  The wurtzite (002), (110), and (112) peaks—corresponding to 
chalcopyrite—in the XRD patterns have a higher intensity revealed the presence of 
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wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism in the same way shown in the case of wurtzite CuInS2 
nanodisks.  Polytypism was also observed in bullet-shaped CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals.  
Figure 6.8d shows a CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystal with both wurtzite and chalcopyrite 
crystal domains.  The CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals exhibited regions with significant 
amounts of twinning, which was not observed in the CuInSe2 nanodisks.  The 
nanocrystal in Figure 6.8d when viewed down the [-120]W zone axis shows the wurtzite-
twinning-chalcopyrite polytypism.  In Figure 6.8d, the yellow arrows in the FFT point to 
the diffraction spots corresponding to the chalcopyrite domain of the nanocrystals, the 
pink arrows point to the diffraction spots associated with the twin planes.  Since the 
twinning structure has smaller number of stacking faults in chalcopyrite than wurtzite 
(Note that chalcopyrite → ABCABCABCABC, twinning → ABCABC/BACBA, and 
wurtzite → AB/AB/AB/AB/AB/AB.  “/” indicates a stacking fault.), the XRD patterns 
of CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals showed stronger peaks corresponding to chalcopyrite 
than CuInSe2 nanodisks.  Additional HRTEM images of polytypic CuInSe2 and 




Figure 6.8.  HRTEM images and associated Fast Fourier transform  (FFTs) of (a-c) 
CuInSe2 nanodisks and (d) CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals.  (a) and (b) show 
CuInSe2 nanodisks with two different orientations on the substrate.  (c) and 
(d) showed HRTEM images and FFTs with [-120]W zone axis of CuInSe2 
and CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals, respectively.  The FFT shows multiple 
diffraction spots, where yellow arrows indicated chal opyrite structure at the 
lower parts of both and pink arrows revealed twinning structure at the 
middle part of CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals. (“W”, “C”, and “T” indicate 
wurtzite, chalcopyrite, and twinning, respectively.) 
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Figure 6.9.  HRTEM images revealing polytypism of wurtzite CuInSe2 nanodisks. 
 
 
Figure 6.10.  HRTEM images showing polytypism of wurtzite CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 
nanoparticles. 
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6.3.4 Compositional analysis 
The compositional profiles along the length of indivi ual nanocrystals were 
determined by STEM-EDS mapping.  Drift corrected spectrum profiles were obtained 
by initially selecting a reference area in STEM image and regulating the scanning 
direction not to stray from the reference area.  This technique was used in my previous 
work.122  Figure 6.11 shows EDS line scans of two different nanocrystals.  The 
composition along the length of the nanocrystals is relatively uniform, as expected, with 
stoichiometric ratios of Cu:In:Se=1:1:2 for CuInSe2 and Cu:In:Ga:Se=1:0.8:0.2:2 for 
CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 when averaged through the whole nanocrystal.  However, closer 
examination revealed a slight difference in composition between the chalcopyrite and 
wurtizite domains.  One part of the nanocrystal is sl ghtly Cu-rich (~10.3%) and the 
other part is slightly In-rich (~11.4%).  It turned out to be relatively easy to correlate the 
measured composition profiles with the crystal structure, because the shape of the 
nanocrystals was influenced by the crystal structure.  For both the CuInSe2 and 
CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals, the chalcopyrite domains exhibited significant tapering in 
their diameter, whereas the wurtzite domains had less.  In the CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 
nanocrystals, the wurtzite part of the nanocrystals h d uniform diameter.  This enabled 
an easy determination of the chalcopyrite and wurtzite domains in the nanocrystal that 
could be correlated with the EDS maps, without the ne d to resolve the lattice with 
HRTEM.  In fact, EDS line scans after HRTEM imaging had very low intensity possibly 
because a previous electron beam transmission throug  the nanoparticles consumed a 
significant amount of X-ray emission, prior to operating EDS line scans (Figure 6.12).  
The chalcopyrite domains were found to be slightly Cu-rich (~10.3%) and the wurtzite 
domains were slightly In-rich (~11.4%).  This is possibly due to the surface 




Figure 6.11.  (a) Illustration showing a relation between shape nd crystal structure, (b) 
Z-contrast images obtained by high angle annular dark field (HAADF) 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), and (c) EDS line scans 
of CuInSe2 nanodisks and CuIn0.8Ga0.2Se2 nanocrystals viewed in their 
sides.  The average atomic ratios obtained from EDSline scans were close 
to corresponding stoichiometric ratios.  However, a more careful look 





Figure 6.12.  EDS line scans after HRTEM imaging.  Each figure shows EDS line 
scans and corresponding HRTEM and Z-contrast images of polytypic 
wurtzite CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  It is shown that the EDS signal counts after 
HRTEM imaging were relatively low (<10). 
 
6.4 CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we have observed wurtzite crystal structure in CuInSe2 and 
Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals.  The nanocrystals exhibit wurtzite-chal opyrite 
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polytypism as we recently observed in the CuInS2 anodisks.
79  EDS line scan was 
performed to reveal a slight deviation of atomic comp sition ratio in individual CuInSe2 
and CIGS nanocrystals. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and future research directions 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
7.1.1 CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterojunction nanorods 
Chapeter 2 showed that the rates of heterojunction interdiffusion and coalescence 
of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods were reported and compared to model predictions.  The 
Se and Te composition profiles were mapped in indivdual nanorods aged in hot solvents 
for different amounts of time to determine the Te in CdSe diffusion coefficient and 
evaluate the influence of strain on the interdiffuson rates across the heterojunctions.  
Although there is strain at the epitaxial CdTe/CdSe int rface due to the lattice mismatch, 
this strain does not appear to influence the rate of Te-Se interdiffusion.  The measured 
rod-to-sphere coalescence rates were compared to rates predicted using a continuum 
viscous flow model for nanorod-to-sphere coalescence.  Se and Te interdiffusion rates 
appear to be independent of strain at the CdSe/CdTe interface and the continuum model 
gives a reasonable approximation to the measured coalescence rates. 
7.1.2 CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
7.1.2.1 Synthesis and characterization 
In Chapter 3, it was shown that monodisperse CuInSe2 nanocrystals were 
synthesized.  They exhibit a trigonal pyramid shape s a result of their chalcopyrite 
crystal structure and the corresponding surface facet polarity.  Oleylamine is an 
effective capping ligand to control CuInSe2 nanocrystal growth, but when present in 
excess in solution it can also etch the nanocrystal surfaces.  When dropcast onto carbon 
substrates, the nanocrystals deposit on their (114) surfaces and form close-packed 
monolayers with triangular order.  When dropcast on silicon substrates (with native 
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oxide), the nanocrystals do not exhibit the same fac t-selective deposition and do not 
form ordered monolayers.   
7.1.2.2 Effect on monodispersity 
Chapter 4 suggested that how excess CuCl could affect the formation of 
monodisperse trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  It was revealed that 45 % 
excess CuCl lead the most monodisperse trigonal pyrmidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals in their 
size and shape.  In addition, the monodispersity trend was suddenly changed around 
45 % of excess CuCl, accompanying with the transform of crystals structure from 
CuInSe2 to Cu2Se.  The formation mechanism of monodisperse trigonal pyramidal 
CuInSe2 nanocrystals was suggested with regard to excess amount of CuCl precursor, 
based on the nucleation-growth model of colloidal nanocrystal formation.   
7.1.3 Wurtzite CuInS2 and CuInSe2 nanocrystals 
Chapters 5 and 6 showed that wurtzite-type I-III-VI2 nanocrystals were 
synthesized.  
7.1.3.1 Wurtzite CuInS2 nanodisks 
A new synthetic route was developed that produced monodisperse CuInS2 
nanodisks as shown in Chapter 5.  The nanodisks exhibited wurtzite-chalcopyrite 
polytypism with the coexistence of both wurtzite and chalcopyrite domains interface 
across (002)w/(112)ch stacking faults.  This is the first example of wurtzite-chalcopyrite 
polytypism in I-III-VI2 compounds that we are aware of.  
7.1.3.2 Wurtzite CuInSe2 andCu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals 
It was observed that CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals had wurtzite 
crystal structure as shown in Chapter 6.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) revealed wurtzite 
crystal structure in CuInSe2 and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 nanocrystals.  Extenstive high 
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resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging showed that the 
nanocrystals in fact were polytypic, consisting of b th chalcopyrite and wurtzite crystal 
structure within the same nanocrystals, similar to what I showed to be the case in CuInS2 
nanodisks.  Elemental mapping in the nanocrystals by nanobeam energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) line scans revealed compositional variations between the 
chalcopyrite and wurtzite phases. 
 
7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS   
7.2.1 Model for coalescence and interdiffusion 
Although the continuum model suggested for the coalescence and interdiffusion 
of CdTe/CdSe/CdTe heterostructures gives a reasonable approximation to the measured 
coalescence rates, there are many questions that remain to be answered about the 
coalescence rate of non-spherical nanocrystals, which require more accurate predictive 
models for coalescence that can be compared directly to experimental measurements such 
as these.  For example, how significantly do the capping ligands influence the 
coalescence rates?  The adsorbed capping ligands should lower the nanocrystal surface 
tension,123 which should in turn slow the coalescence rate.  The role of the ligands in 
slowing nanorod coalescence could be particularly influential in situations in which 
nanocrystals aggregate into linear chains, as in the oriented attachment mechanism.35,124  
In the case of the CdTe/CdSe/CdTe nanorods studied here, the phosphonic acid ligands 
adsorb more strongly to the non-polar side facets than he polar surfaces at the ends of the 
nanorods, 125,126 which may further stabilize the rod shape by lowering the surface tension 
on specific crystal facets.  More accurate, predictive models of chemical and physical 
transformations in nanocrystals, such as the coalescence and atomic interdiffusion studied 
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here, are needed; however, it appears that relatively simple continuum models can 
nevertheless provide some rough guidelines for how fast these processes occur. 
7.2.2 Photovoltaic nanocrystal synthesis 
An eventual goal for I-III-VI2 nanocrystals is to establish low-cost photovoltaic 
devices.  Our group has been exploring this area, and had a reasonable efficiency with 
CuInS2, CuInSe2, and Cu(InxGa1-x)Se2 (CIGS) nanocrystal inks for printable 
photovoltaics as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.51   
 
 
Figure 7.1.  TEM image of CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  Courtesy of M. G. Panthani et al., 
Journal of the American Chemical Society, 130, 16770, 2008. 
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Figure 7.2.  Current-voltage characteristics of a CuInSe2 nanocrystal PV device.  
Courtesy of M. G. Panthani et al., Journal of the American Chemical 
Society, 130, 16770, 2008. 
 
In addition to make Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) nanocrystals, it will be also interesting 
to determine if more complicated chemistry is possible using synthetic approaches 
similar to those reported here; for example, as in the synthesis of CZTS materials, like 
Cu2ZnSnSe4, which are also potential candidates for photovoltaic devices.  In fact, our 
group also has succeeded in synthesizing Cu2ZnSnSe4 nanocrystals and applying those 




Figure 7.3.  TEM image of Cu2ZnSnSe4 nanocrystals.  Courtesy of C. Steinhagen et 






Figure 7.4.  Current-voltage characteristics of a CZTS nanocrystal PV device. Inset: 
room-temperature UV-vis-NIR absorbance spectrum of CZTS nanocrystals 
dispersed in toluene.  Courtesy of C. Steinhagen et al., Journal of the 
American Chemical Society, 131, 12554, 2009. 
 
7.2.3 Mechanism study for monodisperse nanocrystals 
In the Chapter 4, I discussed the effect of excess CuCl precursor on the 
monodispersity of trigonal pyramidal CuInSe2 nanocrystals.  However, it is known that 
diverse variables such as reaction condition (temperature, time, and sequence), kind of 
precursor and capping ligand, precursor and monomer concentration, and reactivity 
among the reactants can affect a nucleation-growth process for colloidal nanocrystal 
formation.  Moveover, it was, very recently, also shown that other factors such as 
sensitivity of selenourea could hinder the formation f monodisperse CuInSe2 
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nanocrystals.  Further study on these is needed for a clear understanding of variables to 
affect the monodispersity. 
7.2.4 Phase behavior and crystals structure of nanocrystals 
The phase behavior and crystal structure of nanocrystalline materials are known 
to differ in some cases from bulk materials, as in the case of Co nanocrystals with an 
unusual ε-phase,22,128,129 AgInSe2 nanorods with a new orthorhombic phase,130 and 
CuInS2 with an unexpected wurtzite phase.
66  The wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism 
observed here for CuInS2 and CuInSe2 nanodisks provides another example of 
unexpected phase behavior.  Another important featur  of nanocrystals is their ability to 
accommodate significant amounts of lattice strain at interfaces, which leads to different 
defect formation mechanisms than in bulk materials,2,16,17,122 and may provide another 
reason why these nanodisks exhibit wurtzite-chalcopyrite polytypism that is uncommon 
in bulk or thin film materials. 
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